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Abstract 13 

Identifying the molecular fingerprint of organismal cell types is key for understanding their 14 

function and evolution. Here, we use single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) to survey 15 

the cell types of the sea urchin early pluteus larva, representing an important 16 

developmental transition from non-feeding to feeding larva. We identified 21 distinct cell 17 

clusters, representing cells of the digestive, skeletal, immune, and nervous systems. 18 

Further subclustering of these revealed a highly detailed portrait of cell diversity across 19 

the larva, including the identification of 12 distinct neuronal cell types. Moreover, we 20 

corroborated co-expression of key regulatory genes previously shown to drive sea urchin 21 

gene regulatory networks, and revealed additional domains in which these regulatory 22 

networks are likely to function within the larva. Lastly, we recovered a neuronal cell type 23 

co-expressing Pdx-1 and Brn1/2/4, which had previously been shown to share similar 24 

gene expression with vertebrate pancreas. Our results extend this finding, revealing 25 

twenty transcription factors shared by this population of neurons in sea urchin and 26 

vertebrate pancreatic cells. Using differential expression results from Pdx-1 knockdown 27 

experiments, we generate a draft of the Pdx-1 regulatory network in these cells, and 28 

hypothesize this network was present in an ancestral deuterostome neuron before being 29 

co-opted into the pancreas developmental lineage in vertebrates.  30 

 31 

Introduction 32 

Multicellular organisms consist of numerous cell types, specialized in performing different 33 

tasks that guide all aspects of their growth and survival. During embryonic development, 34 

cells go through rounds of proliferation, specification and differentiation into cell types with 35 

distinct function. The information for this developmental diversification lies in the genome 36 

and the spatio-temporal expression of regulatory genes that specifies the molecular 37 

fingerprint of a given cell type (Fu et al., 2017).   38 
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The identity of each cell type is established, controlled and maintained by distinct Gene 39 

Regulatory Networks (GRNs). GRNs are logical maps of the regulatory inputs and outputs 40 

active in a cell at a given place and time, and are enacted by transcription factors, 41 

signaling molecules and terminal differentiation genes (Davidson et al., 2003, Davidson 42 

and Erwin, 2006). GRNs have been studied in a variety of organisms ranging from plants 43 

to animals in order to analyze the gene interactions at a specific time and place during 44 

the life of an organism (Krouk et al., 2013), and have been used for understanding the 45 

relationship between genome and development (Davidson and Erwin, 2006).  Therefore, 46 

understanding the genetic mechanisms that provide cell types with a specific identity, and 47 

the conservation of this identity across animal taxa, is essential for understanding cell 48 

type function and evolutionary history (Arendt, 2008, Arnone et al., 2016).  49 

Until recently, most approaches for comparing cell types relied on the identification of 50 

molecular markers, perturbation of gene expression and fate mapping. However, 51 

technological advances in microfluidics and nucleic acid barcoding now allow the high-52 

through-put recognition of an organism’s cell types at a single cell level. In particular, 53 

single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) technology, developed during the last decade, 54 

is a powerful method used to unravel the transcriptional content of individual cells, 55 

resulting in the identification of distinct cell types in an unbiased manner (Tang et al., 56 

2009, Klein et al., 2015). ScRNA-seq involves dissociation of an organism, organ or tissue 57 

into single cells, isolation and capture of the single cells into droplets, specific barcoding 58 

of individual mRNAs, and sequencing of transcriptomic content of each cell. 59 

Computational analysis can then identify putative cell types by clustering cells with similar 60 

transcriptional profiles.  61 

Echinoderms are a member of the phylogenetic sister group to deuterostomes, making 62 

them an ideal model for understanding the origin and diversification of deuterostome and 63 

chordate cell types. Sea urchin embryos and larvae have also been extensively used to 64 

unravel the general mechanisms of cell type specification and differentiation during 65 

development (Cameron and Davidson, 1991, Davidson et al., 1998, McClay, 2011, Lyons 66 

et al., 2012, McClay et al., 2020). The main reason for this lays in the ease with which 67 

different cell types and biological processes can be observed in the optically transparent 68 

embryos and larvae. Among the most well-studied sea urchin cell types are those 69 

comprising the nervous (Bisgrove and Burke, 1987, Burke et al., 2006a, McClay et al., 70 

2018), immune (Rast et al., 2006, Ho et al., 2017) and digestive systems (Annunziata et 71 

al., 2014, Annunziata and Arnone, 2014, Perillo and Arnone, 2014, Perillo et al., 2016), 72 

and of both musculature (Andrikou et al., 2013, Andrikou et al., 2015) and skeleton 73 

(Okazaki, 1965, Duloquin et al., 2007, Rafiq et al., 2012, Sun and Ettensohn, 2017). For 74 

these, the developmental origins and gene regulatory wiring has been described in great 75 

detail, making the sea urchin an ideal model for GRN comparative analyses in 76 

development and evolution (Cary et al., 2020).  77 

Here we take advantage of the detailed characterization of the sea urchin cell types 78 

performed over the years, the available cell type specific molecular markers, and the ease 79 

with which the sea urchin larvae are dissociated into single cells, to perform scRNA-seq 80 

and generate a comprehensive atlas of sea urchin larval cell types. Our findings suggest 81 

that the larva consists of 21 genetically-distinct cell clusters, each representing a distinct 82 

cell type or set of closely related subtypes (Shekhar and Menon, 2019), which we validate 83 
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using fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) and immunohistochemistry (IHC). Based on 84 

previous studies tracing developmental lineage, we assigned cell types to specific germ 85 

layers, revealing that most transcription factors are expressed pleiotropically in cells 86 

derived from multiple germ layers, yet tend to be cell type-specific within a germ layer. In 87 

addition, we illustrate how single-cell data can help corroborate previously studied GRNs, 88 

and also reveal novel cellular domains where these GRNs are likely also activated. Lastly, 89 

we investigate neuronal diversity in the sea urchin larva, identifying 12 distinct neuronal 90 

cell types. Notably, we also recovered a unique neurosecretory type that expressed Sp-91 

Pdx1 and Sp-Brn1/2/4, which had been described previously as exhibiting a pancreatic-92 

like gene expression signature (Perillo et al., 2018). Our results confirm and extend this 93 

pancreatic-like signature, suggesting that an ancestral neuron in early deuterostomes 94 

may have given rise to the endocrine cells in the vertebrate pancreas. Supporting this, 95 

knockdown of Sp-Pdx1 shows it is necessary for differentiation of this pancreatic-like 96 

neuronal endocrine population, indicating it has an evolutionary conserved role as a 97 

mediator of endocrine fate. 98 

 99 

Results 100 

Building a cell type atlas of the sea urchin larva with single-cell transcriptomics 101 

Sea urchin early pluteus larvae were cultured and collected at 3 dpf. We performed single-102 

cell RNA sequencing on six samples from four independent biological replicates. 103 

Individual samples were dissociated into single cells using a gentle enzyme-free 104 

dissociation protocol and using the 10x Chromium scRNA-seq system (Figure 1A). In 105 

total, transcriptomes from 19,699 cells were included in the final analysis. To identify sea 106 

urchin larval cell types, we used Louvain graph clustering as implemented in the Seurat 107 

pipeline (see methods). This revealed 21 genetically-distinct cell clusters (Figure 1B, 108 

supplement 1A and B), each representing an individual cell type or set of closely related 109 

cell types in the early pluteus larva. 110 

Next, we set out to explore the identity of our initial 21 cell clusters. We first assigned 111 

preliminary identities to each cluster based on the expression of previously described cell 112 

type markers: ciliary band (Btub2) (Harlow and Nemer, 1987), apical plate (Hbn) (Burke 113 

et al., 2006a), aboral ectoderm (Spec2a) (Yuh et al., 2001), lower oral ectoderm (Bra) 114 

(Wei et al., 2012), upper oral ectoderm (Gsc) (Wei et al., 2012), neurons (SynB) (Burke 115 

et al., 2006a), esophageal muscles (Mhc) (Andrikou et al., 2013), coelomic pouches 116 

(Nan2) (Juliano et al., 2010), blastocoelar cells (185/333) (Ho et al., 2017), immune cells 117 

(Gcm) (Materna et al., 2013), skeleton (Msp130) (Harkey et al., 1992), anus (Hox11/13b), 118 

intestine (Cdx), pyloric sphincter (Pdx-1), different stomach domains (Chp, ManrC1a, 119 

Endo16) (Annunziata and Arnone, 2014), exocrine pancreas-like domain (Ptf1a) (Perillo 120 

et al., 2016), cardiac sphincter (Trop1) (Yaguchi et al., 2017) and esophagus (Brn1/2/4) 121 

(Cole and Arnone, 2009). Further, we grouped putative cell types according to embryonic 122 

germ layer origin (Figure 1C) using knowledge from previous lineage tracing experiments 123 

(Angerer and Davidson, 1984, Cameron et al., 1987).  124 
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 125 

Figure 1. Cell type atlas of the 3 dpf S. purpuratus larva. A) Single-cell RNA sequencing 126 

pipeline from gamete fertilization to computational analysis. B) UMAP showing 3 dpf larval cells 127 

colored by their assignment to initial set of 21 distinct cell clusters. C) UMAP with cells colored by 128 

germ layer they are derived from: Endoderm (yellow), mesoderm (red), and ectoderm (blue). D) 129 

Dotplot of gene markers specific to cell clusters. E) Illustration depicting location of cell types on 130 

different larval domains. Color-code is the same as in Figure 1B.  131 
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To validate these identities, we identified all genes expressed in each cell type, totaling 132 

15,578 genes, and performed in situ hybridization on a selected set of these together in 133 

combination with previously described markers. Based on this, we mapped 20 of the 21 134 

clusters to distinct larval domains and confirmed their identity (Figure 1E). Notably, the 135 

resulting expression patterns validated the initial predictions (Figure 2- Figure supplement 136 

2), verifying the high quality nature of the single-cell dataset. Importantly, this approach 137 

also confirmed new markers for each cell type, including Sp-FbsL_2 (ciliary band; Figure 138 

2A1), Sp-hypp_2386 (skeletal cells; Figure 2A9), and Sp-Serp2/3 (exocrine pancreas-like 139 

cells; Figure 2A14).  The 21st cluster, which had a poorly-defined molecular signature 140 

and lacked specific localization, likely represents undifferentiated cells (Figure 1- Figure 141 

Supplement 1C-E). 142 

Our scRNA-seq analysis and in situ hybridization protocol also allowed us to identify novel 143 

expression domains for several previously described cell type markers. For instance, the 144 

transcription factors Sp-SoxC and Sp-Hbn, previously described in early neuronal 145 

specification (Garner et al., 2016, Wei et al., 2016, Yaguchi et al., 2016), were predicted 146 

by our scRNA-seq analysis to also be expressed in skeletal cells (Figure 2B & 2C1-3, 147 

2C4-6). Confirming this, we found Sp-Hbn expressed in skeletal cells using In situ 148 

hybridization with immunostaining of PMCs along the skeletal rods (Harkey et al., 1992) 149 

(Figure2- Figure supplement 3). Likewise, the FGF signaling ligand, Sp-Fgf9/16/20, is 150 

known to be involved in skeletal formation and is expressed in specific populations of 151 

PMCs (Adomako-Ankomah and Ettensohn, 2014). ScRNA-seq indicates it is also 152 

expressed in oral ectoderm, cardiac sphincter, intestine and anus (Figure 2B & 2C7-9). 153 

Lastly, we compared the limits of detection by in situ hybridization versus single cell RNA 154 

sequencing, using the coelomic pouch cell cluster as a case study. The coelomic pouch 155 

is derived from the mesoderm and gives rise to the rudiment and juvenile sea urchin after 156 

metamorphosis (Strathmann, 1987, Smith et al., 2008). The formation of the coelomic 157 

pouch is complex, and includes contributions from the small micromeres, a mesodermal 158 

cell population that is set aside during early development (Pehrson and Cohen, 1986, 159 

Strathmann, 1987). In an attempt to characterize this population, a study by Juliano et. 160 

al. analyzed the expression of genes involved in germ line determination and 161 

maintenance in a variety of organisms. While some well known germ line specific 162 

transcripts and proteins were found exclusively expressed in the small micromeres and 163 

the coelomic pouch of the sea urchin embryo (Juliano et al., 2006), the majority of the 164 

genes tested by in situ hybridization were not enriched in this cell type. Interestingly, 165 

plotting the Juliano and coauthors’ gene list alongside to previously described coelomic 166 

pouch specific genes  (Luo and Su, 2012, Martik and McClay, 2015) we found all 167 

candidates to be enriched in the same cell cluster (Figure 2- Figure supplement 3) 168 

suggesting the higher detection sensitivity of single cell RNA sequencing compared to the 169 

in situ hybridization as well as adding crucial missing information on the molecular 170 

fingerprint of such a complex cell type.   171 
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 172 

Figure 2. Validation of scRNA-seq predictions and novel expression domains.  173 

A) FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with antisense probes for Sp-FbsL_2 (A1), Sp-Chrna9_4 174 

(A2), Sp-Frizz5/8 (A3), Sp-FoxABL (A4), Sp-Bra (A5), SPU_006199 (A6), Sp-FcolI/II/III (A7), Sp-175 

Hypp_1249 (A8), Sp-Hypp_2386 (A9), Sp-Mlckb (A10), Sp-MsxI (A11), SPU_008104 (A12), Sp-176 

Ahrl (A13), Sp-Serp2; Sp-Serp3 (A14), Sp-Hnf4 (A15), Sp-Cyp2L42 (A16), Sp-Rfxc1l (A17), Sp-177 

Pdx1 (A17) and Sp-Cdx (A18). Color-code indicates germ layer embryonic origin: endoderm 178 

(yellow), mesoderm (red), ectoderm (blue). Immunofluorescent detection of acetylated tubulin in 179 

ciliary band (green).  B) Dotplot of Sp-Sip1, Sp-SoxC, Sp-Hbn and Sp-Fgf9/16/20 expression 180 

showing previously described and novel expression domains. C) FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf 181 

larvae with antisense probes for Sp-SoxC (C1-C2), Sp-Hbn (C4-C5) and Sp-Fgf9/16/20 (C7-C8). 182 

Illustrations depicting all expression domains of Sp-SoxC (C3), Sp-Hbn (C6) and Sp-Fgf9/16/20 183 

(C9); previously described expression domains are in magenta, newly identified ones are in 184 
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purple. Nuclei are labelled with DAPI (in blue). All images are stacks of merged confocal Z 185 

sections. A, Anus; Cs, Ca rdiac sphincter; M, Mouth; I, Intestine; Ps, Pyloric sphincter; St, 186 

Stomach. 187 

Lastly, to determine which cells in the larva were undergoing active proliferation, we 188 

plotted expression of cell division markers in sea urchin, including pcna, DNA 189 

polymerases, DNA ligases, condensins, and centromere proteins (Perillo et al., 2020). 190 

The majority of cell proliferation genes were found to be enriched in the ciliary band, apical 191 

plate, coelomic pouch, immune and skeletal cell clusters (Figure 2- Figure supplement 192 

4A). We also observed Cdk genes enriched in several endodermally derived cell types 193 

(Figure 2-Supplement 4A). Validating this, we observed S-phase cells in endodermal and 194 

skeletal cells using Edu pulse labelling (Figure 2- Figure supplement 4B). In contrast, we 195 

did not observe Edu fluorescence in cell clusters that lacked expression of proliferation 196 

markers, such as aboral ectoderm.  197 

Identifying the different regulatory states of the larval cell types 198 

Transcription factors, and their cooperative interactions, play a critical role in establishing 199 

and maintaining cell type identity. In order to unravel the regulatory states of early larval 200 

cell types, we performed a comparison of the transcription factors expressed in early 201 

larval cell types. First, we observed that expression programs of cell types derived from 202 

the same germ layer tend to share greater similarity with each other compared with cell 203 

types derived from other germ layers (Figure 3- Figure supplement 1). This is consistent 204 

with the finding that cell type expression programs often retain information about their 205 

developmental lineage (Sladitschek et al., 2020). Based on this, we initially compared 206 

transcription factor expression by germ layer of origin, artificially merging clusters by germ 207 

layer and excluding the cluster of undifferentiated cells. This revealed that few 208 

transcription factors are specific to cells derived from a single germ layer. Rather, a 209 

majority of regulators are expressed in derivatives of more than one germ layer (Figure 210 

3A), and nearly one third (n = 187) are shared by cell types derived from of all three layers. 211 

Notably, mesodermal cell types share expression of more transcription factors with 212 

ectodermal than endodermal cell types, with which they are closely linked in development. 213 

Depending on the comparison, cell types derived from the same germ layer may share a 214 

great amount of TFs (1/3 in most cases), although in most comparisons the majority of 215 

transcription factors are cell type-specific in a given comparison (Figure 3B, 3D & 3E). In 216 

general, neighboring cell types and those with common developmental origins share a 217 

larger number of TFs (Figure 3D), compared to cell types with different developmental 218 

histories, such as skeletal and pyloric sphincter cells, which share only seven transcription 219 

factors in common (Figure 3C).  220 
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Figure 3. Regulatory states of the 3 dpf S. purpuratus larva. A) Comparison of the 222 

transcription factor content per germ layer. Venn diagram showing the shared and unique 223 

transcription factors per germ layer. Ectodermally derived cell types are shown in blue, 224 

mesodermally derived in red, and endodermally derived in yellow. B) Comparison of the 225 

transcription factor content across mesodermal lineages and cell types. Venn diagram showing 226 

the shared and unique transcription factors per comparison. C) Transcription factor content 227 

comparison of pyloric sphincter (endodermally derived) and skeletal cells (mesodermally derived), 228 

used as a negative control of our comparison. D) Comparison of the transcription factor content 229 

per endodermal lineage and endodermally derived cell types. Venn diagram showing the shared 230 

and unique transcription factors per comparison. E) TF signature comparison of ectodermally 231 

derived cell types. Venn diagram showing the shared and unique transcription factors per 232 

comparison. Cartoons indicated the relative position of each cell type/lineage. Mesodermal cell 233 

types/lineages are shown in shades of red, endodermal ones in shades of yellow and endodermal 234 

ones in shades of blue.  235 

To further characterize the regulatory profile of larval cell types we set out to identify the 236 

expression domains of members of major TF families (Figure 4 and Figure 4 supplement 237 

1). The S. purpuratus Homeobox transcription factors were first identified in a study by 238 

Howard-Ashby et al., which found most were expressed by the gastrula stage (2 dpf), and 239 

with several members expressed in domains derived from all three germ layers (Howard-240 

Ashby et al., 2006). Our single cell analysis, although at a later developmental time point, 241 

supports these findings, and further refines our understanding of their expression to 242 

specific cell types. In the early pluteus larva, most Homeobox class transcription factors 243 

are enriched in ectodermally derived cell types, such as the apical plate and neurons. In 244 

contrast, ANTP Class and HNF class transcription factors are enriched in endodermal 245 

derivatives (Figure 4). Other major transcription factor families, such as the Forkhead, 246 

Ets, and Zinc-finger families, members of which are expressed throughout sea urchin 247 

embryogenesis (Tu et al., 2006, Rizzo et al., 2006, Materna et al., 2006), are also 248 

expressed across a spectrum of cell types. Forkhead and zinc-finger transcription factors 249 

are highly expressed in specific cell types of all three germ layer derivatives, whereas Ets 250 

family TFs are enriched in ectodermal and mesodermal derivatives (Figure 4). 251 

The active regulatory state of a given cell type is an immediate consequence of the gene 252 

regulatory network active at this time point. Previous research in sea urchin has described 253 

in detail many regulatory networks active during embryonic and larval development. Our 254 

scRNA-seq data broadly corroborates previous studies, yet also identifies new domains 255 

and cell types in which these regulatory networks may be active. For instance, we plotted 256 

all transcription factors active in specifying coelomic pouch cells. Our data confirmed their 257 

co-expression in coelomic pouch, but also revealed they were co-expressed in the apical 258 

plate (Figure 5A). Similarly, when plotting genes involved in the aboral ectoderm gene 259 

regulatory network (Ben-Tabou de-Leon et al., 2013), we found all genes in both the 260 

aboral ectoderm cluster as well as in the apical plate cells (Figure 5B). On the other hand, 261 

plotting members of the pre-gastrula skeletogenic mesoderm regulatory network revealed 262 

most were still active in the pluteus larva and specific to skeletal cells (Figure 5C). Finally, 263 

our scRNA-seq recreates a nearly identical 3 dpf endoderm expression pattern atlas as 264 

that published previously by our group using more traditional methods (Annunziata et al., 265 

2014), providing additional information on each gene’s average expression and the 266 

percentage of cells expressing each marker (Figure 5- Figure Supplement 1). 267 
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 268 

Figure 4. Localization of major transcription factor family members. Dotplot showing the 269 

average expression of members of the Homeobox, Forkhead and Ets transcription factor families. 270 

The developmental origins of each cell type are shown in blue for ectodermally derived, red for 271 

mesodermally derived and yellow for endodermally derived ones. 272 
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Figure 5. Validation of preexisting GRNs and putative novel function of specific gene 274 

regulatory modules. A) Dotplot showing the mRNA localization of genes involved in the homing 275 

of small micromeres to the coelomic pouch and novel apical plate domain. B) Dotplot of aboral 276 

ectoderm regulatory module genes showing novel apical plate expression. C) Pre-gastrula gene 277 

regulatory network enriched in skeletal cells of the sea urchin pluteus larva. Asterisks indicate 278 

larval genes involved in biomineralization, putative members of this GRN.  279 

 280 

Unravelling the neuronal diversity and molecular signature of the nervous system 281 

The classification of neuronal cell type diversity is an important step for unravelling the 282 

evolution and function of the nervous system. The sea urchin free swimming larva is 283 

equipped with a nervous system consisting of interconnecting ganglia (Burke et al., 284 

2006a) that allows the animal to respond to environmental stimuli and coordinate its 285 

swimming ability (Soliman, 1983, Katow et al., 2010). Several neuronal types, including 286 

apical and ciliary band neurons, as well as neurons along the digestive tube, have been 287 

previously identified and their specification described in detail (Burke et al., 2006a, Burke 288 

et al., 2006b, Wei et al., 2009, Wei et al., 2011, Garner et al., 2016, Wei et al., 2016, 289 

McClay et al., 2018, Perillo et al., 2018, Wood et al, 2018). 290 

Our initial clustering analysis resolved single clusters for neuronal cells, as well as for 291 

PMCs and immune cells. However, expression of known markers suggested the 292 

presence of distinct subclusters in each of these cell type groups. In order to investigate 293 

this, we independently performed subclustering and re-analysis of the neuronal, immune, 294 

and PMC cells. Subclustering of each of these initial major clusters revealed 12 neuronal, 295 

8 immune, and 5 PMC subclusters, each likely representing distinct cell types (Figure 6A 296 

and Figure 6- Figure Supplement 1). Two of the immune subclusters expressed 297 

polyketide synthase 1 (Sp-Pks1), suggesting these represent sea urchin pigment cells 298 

populations (Calestani and Rogers, 2010). We also found a subcluster of immune cells 299 

that expresses the membrane attack complex/perforin family gene (Sp-MacpfA2), 300 

suggesting this corresponds to immune system globular cells (Figure 6-Supplement 2). 301 

Notably, our finding of 5 PMC subclusters corroborates previous reports showing five 302 

distinct groups of PMC cells along the syncytium (Sun and Ettensohn, 2014) (Figure 6- 303 

Figure Supplement 1). 304 

To identify the 12 neuronal cell types revealed via subclustering we took advantage of the 305 

extensive previous work investigating neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation in sea 306 

urchin. Plotting known neuronal markers, we resolved unique molecular signatures for 307 

each subcluster and assigned each a putative identity and location in the larva (Figures 308 

6B-D). To validate this, we conducted in-situ hybridization experiments for gene markers 309 

labeling these specific neuronal populations (Figure 6D), including genes encoding 310 

transcription factors (SoxC, Delta, Ngn, Prox1, Isl, Hbn, SoxB2, Otx, NeuroD1, Six3), and 311 

members of neurotransmitter (Ddc, Nacha6, Chrna9_4, Tph), and neuropeptidergic 312 

signaling pathways (An, Salmfap, Trh).  313 

 314 
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 315 

Figure 6. Neuronal complexity of the 3 dpf S. purpuratus larva. A) UMAP showing 12 distinct 316 

neuronal subclusters. B) Schematic representation of the 3 dpf pluteus larva showing the 317 

localization of neuronal subclusters (colors as in A). C) Dotplot of signaling molecules, 318 

transcription factors, and neurotransmitters involved in sea urchin neuronal function and 319 

neurogenesis (colors as in A). D) FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with antisense probes for the 320 

neuronal genes Sp-Delta (D1), Sp-SoxC (D2), Sp-Brn1/2/4 (D3), Sp-Ddc (D4), Sp-Ngn (D5), Sp-321 

Prox1 (D6), Sp-Nacha6 (D7), Sp-Isl (D8), Sp-An (D8 and D14), Sp-Chrna9_4 (D9), Sp-Hbn (D10), 322 

Sp-SoxB2 (D11), Sp-Otx (D12), Sp-Tph (A13), Sp-Salmfap (D14), Sp-NeuroD1(D15), Sp-Six3 323 

(D16), Sp-Trh (D17), Sp-Kp (D17) and Sp-Rhox3 (D18). FISH shown in figures D1-3 are paired 324 

with immunohistochemical detection of the neuropeptide Sp-An. Nuclei are labelled with DAPI (in 325 

blue). All images are stacks of merged confocal Z sections. A, anus; M, mouth. 326 
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The sea urchin larva neuronal differentiation proceeds via stepwise differentiation, 327 

including transient expression of the Notch ligand Delta, followed by expression of the 328 

transcription factors SoxC and Brn1/2/4 (Garner et al., 2016). During final stages of 329 

neurogenesis, the transcription factors Sip1, Z167, Ngn and Otp regulate differentiation 330 

of diverse neuronal populations, including apical and ciliary band neurons (Wei et al., 331 

2016, McClay et al., 2018). In our data, we observed Sp-Delta, Sp-SoxC and Sp-Brn1/2/4, 332 

as well different combinations of the transcription factors mentioned above, co-localize in 333 

three neuronal populations (subclusters 1, 2 and 4), indicating neuronal differentiation is 334 

taking place in those three subclusters (Figure 6C). Interestingly, in one of these 335 

populations (subcluster 2) we found expression of the transcription factors Sp-Rx, Sp-336 

Hbn (Figure 6D10) and Sp-Six3 (Figure 6D16), which are known to be expressed in the 337 

periphery of the larva’s apical domain (Burke et al., 2006a, Wei et al., 2009). This 338 

suggests that this population is located in the periphery of the apical plate and not within 339 

the apical organ. In the apical domain, we also detected a subcluster (number 6), which 340 

coexpress Sp-Trh and Sp-Salmfap neuropeptides (Wood et al, 2018), as well as Sp-Kp 341 

(Kissepeptin) (Figure 6D17). In total, we identified three neuronal subclusters located in 342 

the apical domain (subclusters 2, 3 and 4) of the larva that express Tryptophan 343 

hydroxylase (Tph), which encodes a key enzyme in the serotonin biosynthesis pathway, 344 

suggesting these represent serotonergic neurons in the larva. Within the ciliary band, 345 

which comprises the larva’s peripheral nervous system (Slota et al., 2020), we identified 346 

two distinct cholinergic subclusters (7 and 8) expressing the enzyme involved in 347 

acetylcholine biosynthesis (Sp-Chat) (Figure 6C), one of which (subcluster 8) expresses 348 

also two nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Nacha6, Chrna9). Moreover, we identified a 349 

neuronal subcluster in close proximity with the ciliary band, which corresponds to the 350 

lateral and post-oral neurons (subcluster 9). This population has been previously 351 

characterized by our group and was found to co-express Sp-Pdx1, Sp-Brn1/2/4, and the 352 

neuropeptide Sp-An (Perillo et al., 2018). Using gene markers that mark differentiated 353 

neurons expressed in the rim of the larva’s mouth, including Sp-Nkx3.2  (Wei et al., 2011), 354 

Sp-Isl (Perillo et al., 2018), the neuropeptide Sp-Salmfap (Wood et al, 2018), and the 355 

enzyme Tyrosine hydroxylase (Sp-Th) involved in the dopaminergic pathway, we 356 

identified two distinct mouth neurons subtypes (subclusters 10 and 11; Figure 6C). Lastly, 357 

we found one neuronal population that, based on its molecular signature, is associated 358 

with endodermal structures such as the esophagus (subcluster 12).  Overall, our 359 

subclustering analysis increases the resolution of the different neuronal subtypes present 360 

at this developmental stage, describing new neuronal subtypes and providing novel 361 

markers and gene candidates for future studies of these cell types and their gene 362 

regulatory networks. 363 

Characterizing a neuroendocrine neuronal population controlled by Pdx-1  364 

Previous studies from our group suggested that the nervous system of the sea urchin 365 

larva displays a strong pre-pancreatic signature, with neurons expressing genes that are 366 

involved in endocrine cell differentiation in the vertebrate pancreas (Perillo et al., 2018). 367 

To investigate this, we focused on the post oral and lateral neuron subcluster, which co-368 

expresses Sp-Pdx1, Sp-Brn1/2/4 and Sp-An (Figure 6). Double immunohistochemical 369 

staining of the neuronal marker 1E11 and Sp-An shows that these neurons lie in close 370 

proximity to the ciliary band, and project axons towards both the apical plate and ciliary 371 
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band (Figure 7 A1-A3). Double FISH of Sp-An and Sp-FbsL_2, a ciliary band marker 372 

revealed by this study, as well as double IHC of Sp-An and acetylated tubulin (labeling 373 

cilia), further indicate their distribution relative to the ciliary band (Figure 7 A4-A6).  374 

Moreover, we found that the post-oral Sp-An neurons are found in close proximity to cells 375 

of both ciliary band subclusters (Figure 7 A7-A9), and project axons to the cell bodies of 376 

the Sp-Prox1 positive neurons (Figure 7 A9). We also observed close proximity between 377 

An positive neurons in the post oral arms with the cells of the ventral-lateral cluster of 378 

PMCs (Figure 7 A10), and with immune globular cells (Figure 7 A11). Next, we set out to 379 

validate whether novel genes predicted by our single cell analysis to be expressed in this 380 

neuronal population can be validated in vivo. Among the genes predicted to be expressed 381 

in this population are the transcription factors Sp-Nk1 and Sp-Otp, as well as the 382 

catecholaminergic and cholinergic neuronal markers Sp-Th and Sp-Chat (Slota and 383 

McClay, 2018), respectively. Double fluorescent in situ hybridization of Sp-Nk1 and the 384 

neuropeptide Sp-An, as well as fluorescent in situ hybridization of Sp-Otp combined with 385 

the immunohostochemical detection of Sp-An, reveal co-localization of these three genes 386 

in the post-oral and lateral neuronal population (Figure 7 A13-A14), verifying the single-387 

cell data. Additionally, double immunostainings of the anti-Sp-An with anti-Th (Figure 388 

7A9) and anti-Chat antibodies suggest that these two key enzymes, involved in different 389 

neurotransmitter biosynthesis pathways, are co-produced in the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 390 

neurons (Figure 7 A12 and A15).  391 

The vertebrate orthologue of Sp-Pdx1 is essential for pancreas development, β-cell 392 

differentiation, and maintaining mature β-cell function (Kaneto et al., 2007). As previously 393 

described by our group, knockdown of the pancreatic transcription factor Sp-Pdx1 results 394 

in severe downregulation of the Sp-An neuropeptide, compromising the neuroendocrine 395 

fate of this neuronal type (Perillo et al., 2018). To further characterize the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-396 

Brn1/2/4 neuronal population, we performed a comprehensive analysis of genes involved 397 

in pancreatic development and β-cell differentiation, as well as gene markers related to 398 

neuroendocrine fate. We identified a total of 20 transcription factors, all involved in the 399 

formation and proper function of vertebrate endocrine pancreas, which are differentially 400 

enriched in the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neurons (Figure 7B). Next, we intersected our 401 

scRNA-seq with bulk RNA sequencing data derived from Pdx1 morphants assayed at the 402 

same developmental stage in a previous study (Annunziata and Arnone, 2014). By 403 

coupling knowledge of cell type-specific expression programs with genes differentially 404 

expressed in the Pdx1 knockdown mutants, we were able to identify and refine likely gene 405 

targets specific to the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neuronal cell type. In total, we found 249 406 

genes belonging to the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neuron subcluster (9) that were differentially 407 

expressed in the Pdx1 knockdown dataset, with 65% of the targets being downregulated 408 

(Figure 7C). Among the downregulated genes, we found key transcription factors involved 409 

in neuronal differentiation, including Sp-Brn1/2/4 and Sp-Otp, as well as terminal 410 

differentiation genes important in neuronal signaling, such as Sp-An, Sp-Ngfffap, Sp-Th 411 

and Sp-Chat (Figure 7C). Based on this, we reconstructed a provisional GRN of Sp-412 

Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neurons, reflecting the potential role of Sp-Pdx1 as an activator of 413 

neuroendocrine fate. Future studies are needed in order to verify these gene interactions 414 

and thus the actual connectivity of the regulatory network, although our approach 415 

highlights the power of integrating single-cell RNAseq data with data from gene 416 

knockdowns. 417 
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Figure 7. ScRNA-seq reveals a Pdx-1 dependent neuroendocrine cell type. A) Molecular 419 

characterization of a Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 double positive neuronal population. A1) Double FISH 420 

of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with specific antisense probes for Sp-Pdx1 and Sp-An. A2) Double 421 

immunohistochemical detection of the Sp-An and Synaptotagmin (1E11) proteins. A3) Close up 422 

caption of the Sp-An PON neurons shown in A2. A4) Double FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae 423 

with specific antisense probes for Sp-FbsL_2 and Sp-An. Double immunohistochemical detection 424 

of the Sp-An and acetylated tubulin proteins. A6) Close up caption of the Sp-An PON neurons 425 

shown in A5. A7) FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with a specific antisense probe for Sp-426 

Chrna9_4 paired with immunodetection of Sp-An. A8) FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with a 427 

specific antisense probe for Sp-Prox1 paired with immunohistochemical detection of Sp-An. A9) 428 

Close up caption of the Sp-An PON neurons shown in A8. A10) Double immunohistochemical 429 

staining for the neuropeptide Sp-An and the skeletal cells marker Msp130. A11) FISH of S. 430 

purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with a specific antisense probe for Sp-MacpfA2 paired with 431 

immunohistochemical detection of Sp-An. A12) Double immunohistochemical staining for the 432 

neuropeptide Sp-An and the enzyme Sp-TH. A13) Double FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with 433 

specific antisense probes for Sp-Nk1 and Sp-An. A14) FISH of S. purpuratus 3 dpf larvae with a 434 

specific antisense probe for Sp-Otp paired with immunohistochemical detection of Sp-An. Double 435 

immunohistochemical staining for the neuropeptide Sp-An and the enzyme Sp-Chat. Nuclei are 436 

labelled with DAPI (in blue). All images are stacks of merged confocal Z sections. LGN, lateral 437 

ganglion neurons; M, Mouth; PON, Post-oral neurons. B) Dotplot of genes important in endocrine 438 

pancreas differentiation and function in vertebrates. C) Bar plot of selected Sp-Pdx1 target genes 439 

in the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 positive population as revealed by differential RNA sequencing 440 

analysis of Sp-Pdx1 knockdown larvae. D) Provisional GRN of the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neuronal 441 

population as revealed by the combination of scRNA-seq and differential RNA-seq analysis after 442 

Sp-Pdx1 knockdown.  443 

 444 

Discussion 445 

Cell type identity is determined by the differential use of genomic information among cells. 446 

Unraveling the distinct transcriptomic signatures of cell types yields valuable insight into 447 

their function, as well their evolutionary and developmental origins. In recent years, single 448 

cell transcriptomics has emerged as a powerful and unbiased approach for characterizing 449 

cell type diversity across a wide variety of animal taxa, with studies spanning insects 450 

(Davie et al., 2018, Severo et al., 2018, Cho et al., 2020), cnidarians (Sebe-Pedros et al., 451 

2018) and sea squirts (Sharma et al., 2019, Cao et al., 2019), as well as vertebrates such 452 

as zebrafish (Wagner et al., 2018, Chestnut et al., 2020), mice (Nestorowa et al., 2016, 453 

Jung et al., 2019, Ximerakis et al., 2019, Yu et al., 2019, Qi et al., 2020) and humans (Yu 454 

et al., 2019, Qi et al., 2020, Esaulova et al., 2020, Zhao et al., 2020).  455 

The sea urchin embryo has served as a valuable model for understanding cell type 456 

molecular specification and differentiation via gene regulatory networks. Despite this, 457 

knowledge of later stages of development, including larval cell types, is limited.  Here we 458 

used single cell RNA sequencing to generate a detailed atlas of early cell types of the 459 

pluteus larva, and to unravel the neuronal diversity at this critical stage that marks the 460 

end of embryogenesis and the beginning of the larval life cycle.  461 
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Cellular diversity of the S. purpuratus pluteus larva 462 

Conducting scRNA-seq on isolated S. purpuratus early pluteus cells we initially identified 463 

21 genetically distinct cell clusters from 19.699 cells (Figure 1 A), expressing in total 464 

15.578 genes. Notably, the computationally identified number of cells per cluster did not 465 

correlate well with their actual distribution in the larva. This could be a bias linked to the 466 

dissociation process, as for instance skeletal structures are the last to dissociate and 467 

hence cells can get trapped within the debris and thus be underestimated in our datasets. 468 

Nonetheless, the cell types identified in our study include all known larval cell types, 469 

suggesting we obtained a sufficient number of cells to comprehensively survey cell 470 

diversity at this developmental stage. Further, the total number of genes expressed in our 471 

data was 15.578, in relatively close agreement to the 16.500 genes expressed at the end 472 

of S. purpuratus embryogenesis (Tu et al., 2014).  473 

Our results reveal a rich tapestry of cell types within the early pluteus larva. In particular, 474 

our study reveals that a majority of transcriptional diversity among cells of the pluteus 475 

larva relates to feeding and digestion. This includes two distinct oral ectoderm cell types, 476 

as well as distinct cell expression programs for the esophagus, cardiac and pyloric 477 

sphincters, exocrine pancreas-like cells, three distinct stomach cell types, intestine and 478 

anus. We also identified the mesodermally derived muscle cell type that ensures the 479 

proper function of the digestive apparatus by regulating the flow of the water containing 480 

food within the different compartments of the gut. 481 

Beyond our initial cell clusters, we used subclustering to uncover diversity among 482 

neuronal, PMC, and immune cells in the pluteus larva. Among immune cells, the presence 483 

of two pigment cell subclusters is in line with findings by Perillo and colleagues that 484 

revealed two such populations (Perillo et al., 2020). However, in our study we found that 485 

only one cluster is Sp-Gcm positive, in contrast to their findings which found both of their 486 

clusters expressed Sp-Gcm. This difference could be a result of the different approaches 487 

used to identify the different cell types or due to transient expression of Sp-Gcm in the 488 

additional pigment cell type.  489 

The larval nervous system has been among the first echinoderm cell types to be 490 

characterized at a molecular level and yet the exact number of neuronal subtypes is still 491 

not clear. Extensive work has been done on identifying the molecular pathways guiding 492 

neuronal specification and the genes active during neuronal differentiation, however this 493 

is limited to describing general neuronal categories. Most of the current information on 494 

the different neuronal types relies on detection of specific neuropeptides, 495 

neurotransmitters and enzymes involved in their biosynthesis. The most recent estimate 496 

of neuronal diversity used neuropeptidergic content to identify seven distinct neuronal 497 

types (Wood et al, 2018). Our study supports and refines this earlier work by providing a 498 

comprehensive and unbiased survey of neuronal diversity in the early pluteus larva of S. 499 

purpuratus. 500 

Neurons in S. purpuratus arise from two ectodermal neurogenic regions (ciliary band and 501 

apical domain) and from the anteriormost part of the foregut (Garner et al., 2016, McClay 502 

et al., 2018, Wei et al., 2011), which is derived from endoderm. Different neuronal types 503 

from these domains arise at different developmental time points, although by 3 dpf most 504 

larval neurons are thought to be present and patterning diverse larval domains. Notably, 505 
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our initial clustering analysis recovered neurons as a single cluster, suggesting they share 506 

a common molecular signature regardless of their developmental origin. Subclustering of 507 

these revealed twelve distinct neuronal cell types, which we were able to trace back on 508 

the larva. By doing so, we identified one cell type apparently undergoing differentiation, 509 

four associated with the apical domain, one matching the distal apical plate neurons, two 510 

corresponding to ciliary band neurons, two located in the rim of the mouth, one associated 511 

with esophageal structures, and one corresponding to the post-oral and lateral neurons. 512 

Thus, our study greatly enhances our knowledge of neuronal diversity in the S. purpuratus 513 

larva, nearly doubling the number of known neuronal cell types at this developmental 514 

stage. 515 

Lastly, we also found one major cell cluster that could not be traced back to a specific 516 

domain, and we speculate that it consists of non-differentiated cells, owing to their weak 517 

transcriptomic identity compared to the rest of the cell types (Figure1- Figure supplement 518 

1D). Overall, this cluster exhibited greatest transcriptional similarity to cell types derived 519 

from the ectoderm (Figure 1- Figure supplement 1E, Figure 3 Figure Supplement 1), 520 

suggesting it may also be of ectodermal origin. Consistent with this, a recent study by 521 

Perillo et. al. revealed a similar uncharacterized ectodermal cell type (Perillo et al., 2020), 522 

further suggesting this cell population exists and is not solely an artifact of our analysis. 523 

Taking into account the great plasticity and regeneration capability of the sea urchin larva, 524 

it is also possible that this non-differentiated ectodermal cell type is a progenitor 525 

population in stasis, waiting to being activated. Future studies are necessary to validate 526 

its identity, function, and origin during larval development.   527 

 528 

Sp-Pdx1 as a regulator of neuroendocrine fate 529 

Morphogenesis and organogenesis rely on the hierarchical control of gene expression as 530 

encompassed in the GRNs. During evolution, gene regulatory elements were co-opted 531 

and incorporated to different developmental or morphogenetic programs to give rise to 532 

diverse cell types (Monteiro, 2012, Preger-Ben Noon and Frankel, 2015, Martik and 533 

McClay, 2015, Hu et al., 2018, Morgulis et al., 2019, McQueen and Rebeiz, 2020, Cary 534 

et al., 2020). It has been previously hypothesized that β pancreatic cells arose during 535 

evolution by co-option of a preexisting neuronal cell type program into the pancreas 536 

developmental lineage (Arntfield and van der Kooy, 2011, Perillo et al., 2018) based on 537 

the many physiological, morphological and molecular features endocrine pancreatic cells 538 

share with neurons (Alpert et al., 1988, Eberhard, 2013). 539 

Although sea urchins diverged from chordates prior to the origin of the pancreas, we have 540 

previously demonstrated that the neurogenic and neuronal territories of the sea urchin 541 

embryo and larva have a strong pancreatic-like molecular signature (Perillo et al., 2018). 542 

Interestingly, one neuronal population was found to express Sp-Pdx1 and Sp-Brn1/2/4, 543 

as well as the echinoderm-specific neuropeptide An. Pdx1 in mammals is essential for 544 

proper pancreatic formation,  β-cell differentiation and regulation of the mature β-cells 545 

physiology and function (Hui and Perfetti, 2002). In mice, Pdx1 is on top of the gene 546 

regulatory hierarchy and its knockout leads to endocrine dysfunctions and absence of 547 

pancreas (Kaneto et al., 2008). In sea urchins, Sp-Pdx1 is also found to be expressed in 548 

multiple posterior gut cell types, where it is essential for the digestive tube 549 
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compartmentalization and thus proper function (Cole et al., 2009).  On the other hand, 550 

the vertebrate orthologue of Sp-Brn1/2/4, Brn4 is expressed in the α pancreatic cells, 551 

where it acts as a key differentiation factor of this lineage (Hussain et al., 2002).  552 

The gene regulatory cascade leading to the endocrine pancreas formation in vertebrates 553 

has been described in great detail and several transcription factors have been 554 

characterized as essential for this process (Zaret and Grompe, 2008, Tritschler et al., 555 

2017). The initial steps of the differentiation of a pancreatic progenitor cell includes Notch 556 

signaling, which is involved in determining whether a pancreatic cell remains in a 557 

progenitor state or adopting an endocrine or exocrine fate. The signaling cascade results 558 

in transcriptional activation of Hes/hairy and enhancer of split and Hes1 that repress Ascl1 559 

(Ishibashi et al., 1995, de la Pompa et al., 1997, Iso et al., 2003). The transcription factor 560 

Pax6, a master-gene involved in several biological processes, is a crucial element in the 561 

pancreatic cell differentiation cascade and is important for maintaining the differentiated 562 

state of the mature β cell (Hart et al., 2013, Mitchell et al., 2017, Buckle et al., 2018). On 563 

the other hand, loss of the homeobox transcription factor Hb9 in zebrafish results in 564 

inhibition of insulin production, while loss of its mice homologue results in abolishment of 565 

the pancreatic differentiation program (Li et al., 1999, Arkhipova et al., 2012). Similarly, 566 

the transcription factor Mafs negatively regulates β-cell function by competing with MafA, 567 

a transcription factor crucial for insulin synthesis, while Gbx2 has been found to be 568 

expressed in the insulin-producing MIN6 cell lines (Mizusawa et al., 2004), in which its 569 

role remains unknown. 570 

Here, we dissected the molecular fingerprint of the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neuronal type 571 

and identified the presence of genes involved in pancreatic development as well as of 572 

genes known to be expressed in both endocrine pancreatic cells and neurons. From our 573 

scRNA-seq analysis it is evident that Sp-Notch, Sp-Pax6, Sp-Hb9, Sp-Hes, Sp-Ac/Sc (the 574 

orthologue of ASCL1), Sp-Mafs and the recently re-annotated Sp-Gbx2 (previously 575 

annotated as Sp-Nk7- https://new.echinobase.org) are all expressed in the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-576 

Brn1/2/4 neurons. This suggests that these neurons of a non-chordate deuterostome 577 

have a gene regulatory machinery similar to the endocrine pancreas cells, consistent with 578 

the hypothesis that β pancreatic cells evolved from gut progenitors adopting a preexisting 579 

neuronal cell type program.  580 

It has also been demonstrated that both endocrine pancreas and neuronal cells share 581 

similar features and are able to produce and respond to several neuronal genes and 582 

neurotransmitters. Interestingly, we were able to identify these shared components in our 583 

Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neurons. For instance, the neural cell adhesion molecule Ncam 584 

known to be produced in the nervous system and endocrine cells of the rat is also 585 

expressed in this cluster (Langley et al., 1989). Moreover, these neurons also express 586 

genes encoding members of the glutamate signaling pathway (Sp-Glt: glutamate 587 

synthase; Sp-Vglut1: glutamate transporter; Sp-Glur1: glutamate receptor), which in 588 

mammals are involved in glucose-responsive insulin secretion (Gonoi et al., 1994, 589 

Maechler and Wollheim, 1999), and tyrosine hydroxylase (Th), the rate-limiting enzyme 590 

of catecholamine biosynthesis, which is present in the endocrine pancreas of multiple 591 

species (Teitelman et al., 1993, Iturriza and Thibault, 1993). Furthermore, Sp-Pdx1/Sp-592 

Brn1/2/4 neurons  express choline acetyltransferase (Chat), which has been found to be 593 
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highly expressed in human pancreatic islets and may be essential for the stimulation of 594 

insulin secretion by the neighboring β-cells (Rodriguez-Diaz et al., 2011). 595 

Additionally, serotonergic signaling is believed to be involved in the regulation of insulin 596 

secretion as several serotonin receptors have been found to be expressed in human 597 

pancreatic islets (Amisten et al., 2015). Transcripts of the sea urchin serotonin receptor 598 

Sp-5ht7 are present in Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neuronal population suggesting the 599 

serotonin might regulate the neurotransmitter/neuropeptide secretion in a similar way as 600 

for insulin. Similarly, transcripts of the Thyroid hormone receptor B are also found in this 601 

population, suggesting that thyroid hormone signaling may play a similar role to its 602 

differentiation similar to the one in murine endocrine pancreas differentiation (Aiello et al., 603 

2014). The hormone secretion mediated by pancreatic endocrine cells depends on their 604 

ability to detect changes in extracellular glucose levels. To this end, they are equipped 605 

with Glucose transporters and co-transporters (Navale and Paranjape, 2016, Berger and 606 

Zdzieblo, 2020). Our analysis revealed that the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neurons produce 607 

transcripts of three glucose co-transporter genes (Sp-Slc2a1, Sp-Slc5a9 and Sp-608 

Slc5a9L) proposing that they are able to detect such changes in glucose levels similarly 609 

to the endocrine pancreas cells.  610 

Based on the significant role of all those genes in regulation, production and secretion of 611 

Insulin the question arises of whether these pancreatic-like cells in S. purpuratus are able 612 

to produce insulin. As previously demonstrated by our group (Perillo and Arnone, 2014) 613 

the sea urchin genome contains two genes encoding two Insulin-like peptides, Sp-ILP1 614 

and Sp-ILP2. The gene structure of Sp-ILP1 is evolutionarily conserved with vertebrate 615 

Insulin, whereas Sp-ILP2 has diverged more substantially. Transcripts of Sp-ILP1 were 616 

found localized in the gut starting from the 10 dpf pluteus larva, whereas transcripts of the 617 

divergent Sp-ILP2 were found enriched in the coelomic pouch and esophageal structures 618 

of the 3 dpf pluteus larva (Perillo and Arnone, 2014). However, at this developmental time 619 

point (3 dpf) we were not able to detect transcripts for any of the insulin like genes in 620 

these neurons. One hypothesis is that these neurons produce Insulin only later in 621 

development, which is in line with the previous observation that Sp-Ilp1 is only found to 622 

be expressed at 10 dpf pluteus larva and onwards (Perillo and Arnone, 2014). Another 623 

hypothesis is that the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neurons do not produce Insulin and that the 624 

Insulin regulating machinery is reutilized for different functions. One of them could be the 625 

regulation of the production and secretion of different hormones and peptides such as 626 

growth factors, neuropeptides and neurotransmitters. Based on the fact that Sp-Pdx1 is 627 

necessary for the differentiation of these neurons as demonstrated by both the study by 628 

Perillo et al., 2018 and this study, and that these neurons are able to produce several 629 

neuromodulators (Figure 6C and Figure 7B), we favor the hypothesis that this gene 630 

regulatory machinery is used to regulate the differentiation of those neurons as well as 631 

the activity and production of neuromodulators (Sp-An, Sp-Ngfffap, Dopamine, 632 

Acetylcholine). Nonetheless, future studies are needed to shed light on whether these 633 

pancreatic-like neurons in sea urchin produce Insulin, and the exact and function and 634 

regulatory connections of pancreatic genes in the differentiation cascade of these cells.   635 

Taken together, our data show that the Sp-Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 neurons express key genes 636 

that are necessary for the endocrine pancreas differentiation and function. The presence 637 

of such genes in the neurons of a non-chordate deuterostome that lacks a pancreas as a 638 
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distinct organ strengthens the argument that pancreatic cells arose by redeploying a pre-639 

existing neuronal cell type into pancreatic development. The shared features of Sp-640 

Pdx1/Sp-Brn1/2/4 and pancreatic cells suggest these represent features of a cell type 641 

present in the deuterostome ancestor.  642 

 643 

Materials and Methods 644 

1. Animal husbandry and culture of embryos 645 

Adult Strongylocentrotus purpuratus individuals were obtained from Patrick Leahy 646 

(Kerckhoff Marine Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 647 

USA) and maintained in circulating seawater aquaria at Stazione Zoologica Anton 648 

Dohrn in Naples. Gametes were obtained by vigorous shaking of the animals. 649 

Embryos and larvae were cultured at 15°C in filtered Mediterranean Sea water 650 

diluted 9:1 with de-ionized water. 651 

 652 

2. Larvae dissociation  653 

Dissociation of the 3 dpf Strongylocentrotus purpuratus plutei into single cells was 654 

performed according to adaptation of several protocols (McClay, 1986, McClay, 655 

2004, Juliano et al., 2014). Larvae were collected, concentrated using a 40 μm 656 

Nitex mesh filter and spun down at 500 g for 5 min. Sea water was removed and 657 

larvae were resuspended in Ca2+ Mg2+free artificial sea water. Larvae were spun 658 

down at 500 g for 5 min and resuspended in dissociation buffer containing 1M 659 

glycine and 0.02 M EDTA in Ca2+ Mg2+Free artificial sea water. Larvae were 660 

incubated for 10 min on ice and mixed gently via pipette aspiration every 2 min. 661 

From that point and onwards the progress of dissociation was monitored. 662 

Dissociated cells were spun down at 700 g for 5 min and washed several times 663 

with Ca2+ Mg2+Free artificial sea water. Cell viability was assessed via using 664 

Propidium Iodide and Fluorescein diacetate and only specimens with cell viability 665 

≥ 90% were further processed. Single cells were counted using a hemocytometer 666 

and diluted according to the manufacturer’s protocol (10x Genomics). Throughout 667 

this procedure samples were kept at 4°C. 668 

 669 

3. Single cell RNA sequencing 670 

Single cell RNA sequencing was performed using the 10x Genomics single cell 671 

capturing system. Specimens from four independent biological replicates, ranging 672 

from 6000-20.000 cells, were loaded on the 10X Genomics Chromium Controller. 673 

Single cell cDNA libraries were prepared using the Chromium Single Cell 3’ 674 

Reagent Kit (Chemistries v2 and v3). Libraries were sequenced by GeneCore 675 

(EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany) for 75 bp paired-end reads (Illumina NextSeq 500), 676 

resulting in a mean of 88M reads. Cell Ranger Software Suite 3.0.2 (10x 677 

Genomics) was used for the alignment of the single-cell RNA-seq output reads and 678 

generation of feature, barcode and matrices. The genomic index was made in Cell 679 
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Ranger using the S. purpuratus genome version 3.1 (Sea Urchin Genome 680 

Sequencing et al., 2006, Kudtarkar and Cameron, 2017). Cell Ranger output 681 

matrices for four biological and two technical replicates were used for further 682 

analysis in Seurat v3.0.2 R package (Stuart et al., 2019). The analysis was 683 

performed according to the Seurat scRNA-seq R package documentation (Butler 684 

et al., 2018, Stuart et al., 2019).  Genes that are transcribed in less than three cells 685 

and cells that have less than a minimum of 200 transcribed genes were excluded 686 

from the analysis. The cutoff number of transcribed genes was determined based 687 

on feature scatter plots and varies depending on the replicate. 19.699 cells out of 688 

the 29,130 cells estimated by Cell Ranger passed the quality checks and were 689 

further analyzed. Datasets were normalized and variable genes were found using 690 

the vst method with a maximum of 2000 variable features. Data integration was 691 

performed via identification of anchors between the six different objects. Next the 692 

datasets were scaled and principal component (PCA) analysis was performed. 693 

Nearest Neighbor (SNN) graph was computed with 20 dimensions (resolution 1.0) 694 

to identify the clusters. Uniform Manifold Approximate and Projection (UMAP) was 695 

used to perform clustering dimensionality reduction. Cluster markers were found 696 

using the genes that are detected in at least 0.01 fraction of min.pct cells in the two 697 

clusters. Transcripts of all genes per cell type were identified by converting a 698 

Seurat DotPlot with all these transcripts as features into a table (ggplot2 3.2.0 R 699 

package). Subclustering analysis was performed by selecting a cell type of interest 700 

and performing similar analysis as described above. All resulting tables containing 701 

the genes transcribed within different cell types were further annotated adding 702 

PFAM terms (Trapnell et al., 2010, Finn et al., 2014) for associated proteins, gene 703 

ontology terms and descriptions from Echinobase (Kudtarkar and Cameron, 2017). 704 

Further details about the steps of the computational analysis can be found in the 705 

“Sp3dpf_clustering_analysis. Rmd” R Markdown object.  706 

 707 

4. Whole mount RNA Fluorescent in situ hybridization  708 

Fluorescent in situ hybridization was performed as outlined in (Perillo et al., 2021). 709 

Fluorescent signal was developed via using fluorophore conjugated tyramide 710 

technology (Perkin Elmer, Cat. #NEL752001KT). Antisense probes were 711 

transcribed form linearized DNA and labeled either during transcription via using 712 

digoxigenin-11-UTP nucleotides, or post-transcriptionally by using Fluorescein 713 

(Mirus Bio, Cat. #MIR3200) or DNP (Mirus Bio, Cat. #MIR3825) following the 714 

manufacturer’s instructions. Probes for Sp-Pdx1, Sp-Cdx, Sp-ManrC1A, Sp-715 

Six1/2, Sp-Fgf9/16/20, Sp-Brn1/2/4, Sp-Ngn, Sp-Isl, Sp-NeuroD1, Sp-Pks1, Sp-716 

Soxb2, Sp-An, Sp-Trh and Sp-Salmfap were produced as previously published 717 

[Sp-Pdx1, Sp-Cdx (Cole et al., 2009), Sp-ManrC1A (Annunziata et al., 2014), Sp-718 

Six1/2, Sp-Fgf9/16/20 (Andrikou et al., 2015), Sp-Brn1/2/4 (Cole and Arnone, 719 

2009), Sp-Ngn, Sp-Isl, Sp-NeuroD1 (Perillo et al., 2018), Sp-Pks1 (Perillo et al, 720 

2020), Sp-SoxB2 (Anishchenko et al., 2018), Sp-An, Sp-Trh, Sp-Salmfap (Wood 721 

et al, 2018)]. Primer sequences used for cDNA isolation and probes synthesis are 722 
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in Supplementary material. Specimens were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 700 723 

confocal microscope.  724 

 725 

5. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 726 

Immunohistochemical staining or IHC paired with FISH was performed as 727 

described in (Perillo et al., 2021). Briefly 3 dpf plutei were fixed in 4 % 728 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) in filtered sea water (FSW) for 15 min at room 729 

temperature (RT). FSW was removed and samples were incubated in 100% 730 

methanol for 1 min at RT, washed multiple times with phosphate buffer saline with 731 

0.1% Tween 20 (PBST) and incubated blocking solution containing 1 mg/ml Bovine 732 

Serum Albumin (BSA) and 4% sheep in PBST for 1h. Primary antibodies were 733 

added in the appropriate dilution and incubated for 1h and 30 min at 37°C. Anti-734 

acetylated alpha tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich T67930) was used to label cilia and 735 

microtubules (1:200), Anti-Msp130 (gift from Dr. David R. McClay) to label 736 

skeletogenic cells (undiluted), 1E11 (gift from Dr. Robert Burke) to mark the 737 

nervous system (undiluted), 5c7 (gift from Dr. David R. McClay) to label the 738 

endoderm (undiluted), Sp-An to label the post-oral and lateral neurons (1:250),  739 

Sp-Th (Sigma-Aldrich AB152) to label catecholaminergic neurons (1:100) and Sp-740 

Chat (GeneTex GXGTX113164S) to label cholinergic neurons. Specimens were 741 

washed multiple times with PBST and incubated for 1h with the appropriate 742 

secondary antibody (AlexaFluor) diluted 1:1000 in PBST. Larvae were washed 743 

several times with PBST and imaged using a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope. 744 

 745 

6. EdU labelling paired with immunohistochemistry 746 

In order to understand the spatial distribution of proliferating cells across the 747 

putative broad cell types cell proliferation assays were carried out using Click-It 748 

EdU Cell Proliferation Kit for Imaging Alexa FlourTM 647 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 749 

Larvae were treated with EdU at a final concentration of 10 mM in FSW and let to 750 

grow for 2 hours. Samples were fixed in 4% PFA in FSW for 15 min (RT) and 751 

washed several times with PBST. PBST was removed, replaced by 100% 752 

Methanol for 1 min (RT) and followed by several washes with PBST. After this step 753 

one can continue with either developing the EdU signal or performing 754 

immunohistochemistry as described above. In order to develop the EdU signal the 755 

Click-iT TM reaction mix was prepared according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. 756 

PBST was removed and the reaction mix was added to the samples for 30 min 757 

(RT). Larvae were washed several times with PBST, mounted and imaged using 758 

a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope    759 

 760 

7. Gene regulatory network draft 761 

Gene regulatory modules and networks were drafted using the interactive tool for 762 

building and visualizing GRNs BioTapestry (Longabaugh, 2012).   763 

  764 
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